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ROADMAP

Observers: Systems that use information about outside 
world in order to stay out of equilibrium

Formally define observers using 
nonequilibrium statistical physics

Recent advances in nonequilibrium statistical physics 
needed to analyze this idea

Kolchinsky, A. and Wolpert, D.H., arXiv:1607.00956v1 
Wolpert, D.H., Entropy 2016, 18(4), 138
Wolpert, D.H., arXiv:1508.05319v4



WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

§  An observer is a system with state space X that acquires 
information about an external system with state space Y

§  How quantify that information?

“It is hardly to be expected that a single concept of information 
would satisfactorily account for the numerous possible 
applications of this general field.”

- Shannon, Collected Papers, 1993, p. 180



WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

§  An observer is a system with state space X that acquires 
information about an external system with state space Y

§  How quantify that information?

§  Shannon identified two types of information:
•   Syntactic information (Shannon’s entropy)
•   Semantic information (Many proposals)

§  Traditionally, physics has focused on syntactic information

§  But semantic information  - what the bits “mean” -  may be at 
least as important to formalize observation



HOW QUANTIFY SEMANTIC INFORMATION?

§  An observer is a system with state space X that acquires 
information about an external system with state space Y

§  Common to define semantic information using exogenously 
specified objective functions, f(x, y), giving the system’s “goal”:

Semantic information about y ∈ Y allows the system to        
(set its state x ∈ X in order to) increase f(x, y)

§  Examples:
•  Semantic information about the outside world Y allows a 

biological organism to increase its fitness function
•  Semantic information about its opponents Y allows a player 

in a (non)cooperative game to increase its utility function 



HOW QUANTIFY SEMANTIC INFORMATION?

§  Common to define semantic information using exogenously 
specified objective functions, f(x, y), giving the system’s goal.

§  But for investigating physics foundations of observation, don’t 
want to rely on an exogenously specified objective function

How define an objective function, 
characterizing a system’s “goals”,

 purely in terms of the physics of the system?



WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

§  An observer is a system with state x that acquires information 
about an external system with state y

§  Also, observers are (thermodynamically) nonequilibrium systems

§  So a natural “goal” to ascribe to an observer x is using 
information it acquires from y to … persist as an observer

§  I.e., observer’s “objective function” is how far it is from 
equilibrium; it wants to keep that high

Semantic information an observer has about 
its external world is high if that information is 

necessary to stay far from equilibrium
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WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

y(t)

x(t)

Data (“observation”)
x(t) relaxing quickly to equilibrium if 
observation is prevented

x(t) using data from observation to 
stay far from equilibrium

Example: Dodging a meteorite (is an observer)
•  y is descending meteorite
•  x is you, looking up, able to move left or right
•  If you observe meteorite, stay far from equilibrium (dodge it)
•  If you’re prevented from observing, 50% chance of thermalizing



WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

y(t)

x(t)

Data (“observation”)
x(t) relaxing quickly to equilibrium if 
observation is prevented

x(t) using data from observation to 
stay far from equilibrium

Example: A hurricane (is not an observer)
•  y is ocean beneath hurricane (free energy source)
•  x is state of hurricane
•  If hurricane “observes” ocean, stays far from equilibrium
•  If hurricane prevented from observing, also stays far from eq.



WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

y(t)

x(t)

Data (“observation”)
x(t) relaxing quickly to equilibrium if 
observation is prevented

x(t) using data from observation to 
stay far from equilibrium

Need to define:
1)  A broadly applicable definition of 

“preventing observation” (cf. Judea Pearl)
2)  A measure of how far x(t) is from equilibrium
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RECENT BREAKTHROUGHS 
IN NONEQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL PHYSICS

§  ~ 1000 articles in last decade, many PRL’s, Nature’s, etc.,
     (Nice review: Parrondo et al., Nature Physics, 2015)

§  Greatly extends and clarifies work of Landauer, Bennett, etc.

§  Now know:
 Can map any distribution-Hamiltonian pair (P0(v), H0(v))   
 to any other pair (P1(v), H1(v)) thermodynamically reversibly

    (Most recent test: Lopez-Suarez et al., Nature Comm., 2016)

§  So logical (ir)reversibility has nothing to do with 
thermodynamic (ir)reversibility



RECENT BREAKTHROUGHS 
IN NONEQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL PHYSICS

§  ~ 1000 articles in last decade, many PRL’s, Nature’s, etc.,
     (Nice review: Parrondo et al., Nature Physics, 2015)

§  Greatly extends and clarifies work of Landauer, Bennett, etc.

§  Now know:
 Can map any distribution-Hamiltonian pair (P0(v), H0(v))  
 to any other pair (P1(v), H1(v)) thermodynamically reversibly

    (Most recent test: Lopez-Suarez et al., Nature Comm., 2016)

§  In special case where H0 = H1 is uniform, the 
    minimal (reversible) work required to implement that map is

⌦(⇡) = kT

✓
S[P (V0)]� S[P (V1)]

◆



RECENT BREAKTHROUGHS 
IN NONEQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL PHYSICS

§  Now know:
 Can map any distribution-Hamiltonian pair (P0(v), H0(v))  
 to any other pair (P1(v), H1(v)) thermodynamically reversibly

§  If H0 = H1 is uniform, then minimal (reversible) work required is

     (More general formula involves “nonequilibrium free energy”)

§  Example: V binary, P0 uniform, P1 a delta function; bit erasure. 
                     Ω = kT ln[2]  - modern version of Landauer’s principle

⌦ = kT

✓
S[P (V0)]� S[P (V1)]

◆



RECENT BREAKTHROUGHS 
IN NONEQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL PHYSICS
•  The rate at which work is dissipated in a thermodynamically 

irreversible process is

      where R is transition rate matrix, and P is current distribution

•  For a fixed system, let G0(v) be initial distribution that results in 
least dissipation during [0, 1]. Then dissipation for P0(v) is 

•  This dissipation is non-negative. So a new kind of second law:
-  An equality, not an inequality
-  Concerns changes to initial distribution, not to dynamics

kT
⇥
KL (P0 (V ) kG0 (V ))�KL (P1 (V ) kG1 (V ))

⇤

Ẇdiss(P ) =
X

v,v0

P (v)Rv0,v ln
P (v)Rv0,v

P (v0)Rv,v0
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Pt(x, y)    →    K(Pt) = Pt (x)Pt (y)

and then evolving as before, to get K[Pt+τ]
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•  S(Pt+τ(X))  -  S(K[Pt+τ](X)) 
       - Most work extractable by going from Pt+τ(X) to K[Pt+τ(X)]
•   
       - Rate at which irreversible entropy is produced at t + τ 
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WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

Prevent observation at t by replacing
 

Pt(x, y)    →    K(Pt) = Pt (x)Pt (y)

and then evolving as before, to get K[Pt+τ]

Possible measures of disequilibrium at t + τ :
•  S(Pt+τ(X))  -  S(K[Pt+τ](X)) 
       - Most work extractable by going from Pt+τ(X) to K[Pt+τ(X)]
•   
       - Rate at which irreversible entropy is produced at t + τ 

Advantages:
     Real-valued degree of being an observer, given by the value of 
     the disequilibrium at t+τ.  Not just a binary “yes” or “no”.

Ẇdiss(Pt+⌧ )



WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

Prevent observation at t by replacing
 

Pt(x, y)    →    K(Pt) = Pt (x)Pt (y)

and then evolving as before, to get K[Pt+τ]

Possible measures of disequilibrium at t + τ :
•  S(Pt+τ(X))  -  S(K[Pt+τ](X)) 
       - Most work extractable by going from Pt+τ(X) to K[Pt+τ(X)]
•   
       - Rate at which irreversible entropy is produced at t + τ 

Advantages:
     Given evolving system, can solve for what subsystem observes what
     other subsystem. (Indeed, can find multiple observers / observees.)

Ẇdiss(Pt+⌧ )



WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

Prevent observation at t by replacing
 

Pt(x, y)    →    K(Pt) = Pt (x)Pt (y)

and then evolving as before, to get K[Pt+τ]

Possible measures of disequilibrium at t + τ :
•  S(Pt+τ(X))  -  S(K[Pt+τ](X)) 
       - Most work extractable by going from Pt+τ(X) to K[Pt+τ(X)]
•   
       - Rate at which irreversible entropy is produced at t + τ 

Advantages:
     Given evolving system, can analyze emergence / dissipation of 
     observers in it, merging / fissioning of observers in it, etc.

Ẇdiss(Pt+⌧ )



CONCLUSIONS

1)  Observers are nonequilibrium systems that acquire 
information about the external world

2)  We investigate added requirement: if they did not acquire 
that information, would quickly relax to equilibrium

3)  Recent breakthroughs in nonequilibrium physics provide 
tools to formalize this concept of “observer”

4)  Passes smell tests (real-world examples)
5)  Provides real-valued measure of degree to which system X 

observes system Y (not just a yes / no bit)
6)  Can be used to solve for what subsystem(s) of an evolving 

system are observers
7)  Can be used to analyze emergence / dissipation, merging / 

fissioning, etc., of observers within an evolving system



RECENT BREAKTHROUGHS 
IN NONEQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL PHYSICS

•  Now know:
Can go from any distribution-Hamiltonian pair (P0(v), H0(v)) 
to any (P1(v), H1(v)) thermodynamically reversibly

    (Parrondo, Horowitz, Sagawa, Deffner, Jayzynski, Crooks, etc.)

§  Example: If V is binary, P0 is uniform, P1 is a delta function, we 
have bit erasure, and reversible work is Ω = kT ln[2] 

§  Intuition: 
•  Logical irreversibility since v1 → v0 is a multi-valued 

function over states
•  Thermodynamic reversibility since P(v1)→  P(v0), taking a 

delta function to a uniform distribution, is a single-valued 
function over distributions



WHAT IS AN OBSERVER?

Y(t)

X(t)

Data (“observation”)
X(t) relaxing quickly to equilibrium 
if observation is prevented

X(t) using data from observation to 
stay far from equilibrium

Example: Chemotaxis by a cell (is an observer)
•  Y is a chemical gradient in environment of cell
•  X is state of cell
•  If cell allowed to observe, stays far from equilibrium
•  If cell prevented from observing, it dies (“equilibrium”)


